EAST VIEW GLOBAL CENSUS ARCHIVE®
A global aggregation initiative to collect the world’s census data

A robust resource for scholars and
analysts to find current and historic
census data, including all available
GIS data and published content that
accompanies the release of a census.

In the first offering of its kind, East View presents the
GLOBAL CENSUS ARCHIVE®, an innovative program to
collect officially published census-related materials from
around the world.

Since launching the inaugural Latin America Census Collection in 2018, East View has been working to
collect hundreds of censuses and thousands of related volumes and materials from around the world.
This global collection contains GIS census data as well as all available published volumes, supporting
questionnaires and other census ephemera. Each census comes with an East View-produced census
bibliography, which serves as a finding aid and provides historical context.

CENSUS PUBLICATIONS
Every census has official authoritative elements
that East View aggregates, processes and
makes discoverable on an intuitive and easy-touse eResources platform. While the availability
and type of materials will vary by country,
examples of typical materials include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Census bibliography produced by East View
Official Results (Analytical and Tabular)
Maps / Atlases
Methodology / Planning / Training
Public Awareness
Questionnaires / Survey Forms
Census Bibliography
Newspaper Articles
Journal Articles
Conference Materials
Academic Books
Video / Audio
Legislative / Executive / Budgetary

WANT MORE INFORMATION?
Visit www.eastview.com/gca or
contact us at info@eastview.com

info@eastview.com

GIS & TABULAR DATA
East View’s GIS census products offer the following:
• Geodatabase
– Intuitive organization of census data
– Administrative boundary vector data
• Shapefiles
– All vector and census data in ESRI Shapefile
format
• Census Guide
– Detailed instructions on how to query and
visualize data
– Detailed descriptions of census variables
• Original Census Documentation
– Delivered in native format
• Metadata
– Full attribute level metadata in FGDC ISO
format
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